Course Title
Course URL

Education Studies BA, Dip HE, Top-Up
https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/study/courses/undergraduate/educationstudies/
£9,250 (Annually)

Course Fees
Additional Costs
All students need to be aware that they will incur additional costs whilst on programme. The list
below will provide you with an overview of additional costs.
Books and Journals
All appropriate text books are made available through the University library, and where
possible through e-books to aid the ease of use. If students do wish to purchase their own
copies they can, but this is not a requirement for access to the programme.

Stationery
Students will incur costs for stationery and printing and other basic materials whilst on course and
should budget accordingly. Where specifics are required they will be detailed below but items
denoted are an outline rather than indicative list.
Students on the course will need access to a good supply of pens, pencils, rulers, files and note
books. Files with dividers, one for each module and an Academic diary
You will also need a Learner’s toolkit to bring to each session which includes felt tips, scissors, glue
stick, post its etc
This shouldn’t come to more than £20-£30 per academic year.
Equipment
Students may wish to have their own computer or laptop for undertaking their assignments. This
is not however a requirement for access to the programme as the University does make such
facilities available across all of its main sites and learning gateway buildings.
Should students wish to purchase a computer then an entry level laptop would suffice, £300 - 400.
Placement and trips
Placements in educational settings are an integral part of the programme. You will be required to
undertake a criminal background check as part of the application process and there is a cost
associated with this of approximately £50-£60.
Students will need to fund their own transport to their placement. The placement is usually at
least 10 days per year. The student can arrange their own placement close to home, and it can be
in the student’s place of work if this is an appropriate setting, such as a school. If the university
has supported the student in arranging a placement, we cannot guarantee that this is close to the
student’s accommodation. There is the possibility that a university arranged placement will
require travelling time, and any expenses incurred are to be met by the student. Therefore, the
student should budget for these travel costs.
Placement will require sensible, professional clothing and footwear as appropriate to the setting.
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Other trips and events may take place during the year, such as museum visits or optional social
events. The student should budget around £20-£50 per year for this.
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